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RENAL CELL CARCINOMA AT LOWER POLE MOIETY OF 
ADULT LEFT DUPLEX KIDNEY

Ateeque Ahmed Khan1

CASE REPORT

INTRODUCTION
Duplex kidney (DK) is the most common congenital 

abnormality of the urinary tract, with an incidence of 
around 0.8- 2%1,2. Basis of duplex kidney formation by 
embryology is explained as development of two ure-
teral buds separately from a single mesonephric duct 
gives rise to a duplex kidney with complete ureteral du-
plication. On the other hand, bifurcation of a single ure-
teral bud proximal to the ampulla gives rise to a duplex 
kidney with a bifid pelvis or ureter3. Duplex system is 
explained as the kidney with two pyelocaliceal systems, 
which may have either single or bifid ureter (partial du-
plication) or double ureterdraining separately into the 
urinary bladder (complete duplication), with a single 
renal parenchyma that is drained by two pyelocaliceal 
systems4. In literature review it is well documented that 
duplex system is associated with complications such as 
hydronephrosis, calculi formation, ureterocele, vesico-
ureteric reflux and recurrent infection5. Duplex system 

is also prone to development of renal pelvis carcinomas 
as compared to normal kidney because of continuous 
injury from repeated infection, trauma and inflamma-
tion from calculi resulting into urothellial metaplasia 
and neoplasia6,7.

CASE REPORT
Our patient was middle aged 40 years old, presented 

with left lumber pain and discomfort since six month. 
Pain was gradual in onset with increasing in intensity 
with time. Patient also has hematuria. Past history of re-
current urinary tract infection with left lumber pain. His 
urine detail report showed RBC and WBC. Blood picture 
showed normal values of blood and white cell count 
along with low Hemoglobin. Intravenouss pyelography 
followed by post contrast CT scan abdomen was per-
formed. Intravenous pyelography document left renal 
duplex system with large mass at lower pole moiety of 
left kidney but pelvi-calyceal system appears intact only 
displacement was seen.. Double ureters also identified 
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ABSTRACT
Duplex kidney is an entity which is one of commonest congenital urinary 
tract anomalies. Overall incidence is 0.8-2 % with bilateral in 20% of cases 
along with female preponderance. Presentation of duplex kidney and diag-
nosis is common at pediatric age and rarely presents at adulthood because 
of complications associated with duplex kidney. Duplex system is defined as 
kidney with two pelvicalyceal system with single or double ureter or single 
renal parenchyma containing two pelvicalycealsystems. In literature review it 
is well documented that duplex system is associated with complications such 
as hydronephrosis, calculi formation, ureterocele,vesicoureteric reflux and re-
current infection. Duplex system is also prone to development of renal pelvis 
carcinomas as compared to normal kidney as was in our case.in literature only 
four cases of renal cell carcinoma have reported so far which were associated 
with duplex kidney but these were either multicystic transitional cell carci-
nomas of renal pelvis or one case of cystic renal cell sarcomatoid carcinoma. 
Here we present very rare case of duplex kidney with lower pole moiety renal 
cell adenocarcinoma of solid nature. Patient presented with left lion pain and 
burning micturition. Patient had history of recurrent infection with left lumber 
pain in the past. Ultrasound, intravenous pyelogram and CT SCAN of abdo-
men revealed duplex kidney and double ureters on left side with large solid 
enhancing mass in lower pole moiety left kidney. Histopathology confirms 
diagnosis of renal cell adenocarcinoma. It is vital to detect duplex system at 
earliest stage to detect associated complications especially renal carcinoma 
using imaging so as to conserve partial kidney and its function while remove 
tumor at early stage in order to reduce morbidity and mortality.
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with mild fullness in left lower moiety ureter. Concom-
itant CT scan abdomen demonstrate duplex left kidney 
and double ureters with large solid enhancing mass at 
lower pole moiety of left duplex kidney which is indent-
ing and displacing lower pole moiety pelvi-calyceal sys-
tem without invading and upper pole moiety pelvi-ca-
lyceal system of left duplex kidney was intact. Renal 
capsule of left duplex kidney was intact. No abdominal 
lymphadenopathy was identified. No metastasis in lung, 
liver or spine was seen. Patient was operated and tumor 
resected with preserving surgery for upper pole moiety 
of left renal duplex system was carried out. Histopathol-
ogy revealed renal cell carcinoma (adenocarcinoma).

DISCUSSION
Duplex kidney is relatively common anomaly among 

congenital urinary tract anomalies but association of 
duplex kidney with urothelial malignancy is extremely 
rare8. Only few cases of duplex kidney with urothelial 
malignancy so far have been reported in international 
literature6,7,8. In all these cases urothelial malignancy was 
most commonly transitional cell carcinoma and then 
sarcomatoid carcinoma9. There was one case of multi-
cystic renal cell carcinoma8 while in our case solid renal 
cell adenocarcinoma was detected which is unique in 
sense that not a single case of solid renal cell carcinoma 
with duplex kidney has documented in local or interna-
tional literature. Renal sparingsurgery gives very good 
prognosis in cases of early diagnosis of duplex kidney 
with renal malignancies like renal cell carcinoma or mul-

ticystic renal cell carcinoma which have good prognosis 
with preservation of normal function of remaining kid-
ney8 as seen in our case in which left duplex kidney was 
associated with lower moiety renal cell carcinoma. For 
such cases early diagnosis of duplex kidney with follow 
up by ultrasound to keep checking about complications 
associated with duplex kidney especially any growth. In 
such cases then immediately carryout intravenous py-
elography and followed by post contrast CT scan ab-
domen for extension and localization of tumor so as to 
consider nephron sparing surgery can be possible or 
not10,11, as was seen in our case in which early diagnosis 
of duplex kidney with lower moiety renal cell carcino-
ma which has spared the lower moiety pelvi-calyceal 
system as well as upper moiety pelvi-calyceal system, 
making nephron sparing surgery possible with good 
prognosis. Intravenous pyelography has vital role not 
only clearly demonstrating duplex pelvi-calyceal system 
and ureters but also clearly documenting the sparing of 
upper pole moiety parenchyma and pelvi-calyceal sys-
tem as well as pelvi-calyceal system of lower moiety as 
compared to CT scan because of large tumor overlap 
with renal parenchyma on CT scan.

CONCLUSION
Early detection of duplex kidney either on ultrasound 

or intravenous pyelography is very important because 
that will help to monitor patient for development of 
complications associated with duplex kidney especially 
urothelial malignancy at early stage in order to make 

Figure 1: Left duplex kidney with large soft tissue mass at lower pole 
displacing lower moiety pelvicalyceal system of left duplex kidney
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Figure 2: Ct scan abdomen post contrast axial scan. Left duplex kidney with large heterogeneously 
enhancing mass(renal cell carcinoma) arising from lower pole moiety of left duplex kidney with 

displacing but sparing pelvicalyceal system of lower moiety as well as sparing of upper moiety of 
left duplex kidney

Figure 3: Ct scan abdomen axial and coronal post contrast scans. Left duplex kidney with large het-
erogeneously enhancing mass(renal cell carcinoma) arising from lower pole moiety of left duplex 

kidney with displacing but sparing pelvicalyceal system of lower moiety as well as sparing of upper 
moiety of left duplex kidney
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nephron sparing surgery favorable for patient with sur-
gical removal of tumor and cure of patient. This will re-
duce the morbidity and mortality of patient with spar-
ing of function of remaining duplex kidney.
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Figure 4: Ct scan abdomen sagittal post contrast scans. Left duplex kidney with large heteroge-
neously enhancing mass(renal cell carcinoma) arising from lower pole moiety of left duplex kidney 
with displacing but sparing pelvicalyceal system of lower moiety as well as sparing of upper moiety 

of left duplex kidney


